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Chat Alone Isn’t Enough

5 Reasons Why it’s Time to Offer Your Customers 

More Digitally

As companies adapt to the digital lifestyles of their customers, they are 

increasingly seeking ways to deliver better digital service in real-time. 

While live web chat may have checked that box for many over the past 

couple of decades, as the world moves toward increasingly digital 

customer engagements, conventional chat is no longer enough! Today’s 

tech-savvy customers expect more from the companies they choose to 

do business with.

 

Modern consumers spend their days communicating with each other in a 

variety of digital channels from chat to voice and even video, so it is 

natural to want businesses to engage with them that way too. 

Additionally, they have gotten an appetite for immediate gratification and 

have grown impatient with high-effort experiences, especially when it 

comes to customer service. That’s not to say that live chat is unimportant. 

Forrester found a 10% increase in order value for customers who used 

chat before purchasing. Website conversion company Invesp put that 

number much higher at 60%. But chat can lack context and is often stuck 

in a silo that requires customers to restart a conversation in a different 

channel when a customer service representative is unable to help. Asking 
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customers to dial a corporate number to reach a representative, for 

example, rather than simply connecting them OnScreen. Companies 

should rethink chat as a central part of a bigger Digital Customer Service 

(DCS) strategy that focuses on context and seamless customer 

experiences. How can customers move from chat to OnScreen voice and 

video with little effort? Can organizations offer a continuous customer 

experience rather than breaking the digital connection?

In today’s highly competitive market, it’s not enough to merely add 

standalone chat and call it a day. Below are 5 reasons why:

1) Chat is No Longer a Differentiator 

While offering live web chat as an engagement option provides a 

convenient service channel, the days of solely relying on it to differentiate 

your customer experience from your competitors are over. Gartner 

estimates 85% of businesses will offer live chat by 2022. We’ve long since 

hit the tipping point.

Perceived as a relatively simple add-on to a website, many companies 

across all industries have leveraged chat as their initial push towards 

being more digital-centric. For businesses that offer online sales and 

servicing, chat has become table stakes at this point. 

But not all chat is created equal. As mentioned above, chat is often a 

bolt-on solution to the rest of the contact center. And it’s not just about 

the actual features a chat solution can offer, but also how it integrates or 

connects with other communication touchpoints. Can customers simply 

shift from chat and speak with a representative OnScreen when needed, 

for example? Or are they forced to dial a phone number, breaking the 

digital interaction and causing them to start over? Bain & Company has 

noted that the Net Promoter Score (NPS) takes a whopping 58% hit when 
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Companies should view chat less as 

its own separate channel and more 

as part of a holistic solution that 

includes OnScreen voice and video.

a customer is forced to dial a phone number from within a digital channel. 

Further, forcing customers to re-verify their identity and re-explain the 

situation can drive up abandonment rates significantly. 

Companies should view chat less as its own separate 

channel and more as part of a holistic solution that 

includes OnScreen voice and video. Isn’t the goal to give 

customer service representatives the tools they need to 

create positive customer experiences? 

2) Chat Has it’s Limits 

Live web chat has proven to be a great engagement channel for instances 

where a customer is trying to solve a simple issue quickly. Retrieving a lost 

password or checking an account balance, for example. But what about 

more complex issues such as co-signing an application or concerns about 

identity theft? Customers typically don’t like typing out long explanations 

and have little patience waiting for lengthy answers. Digital voice or video 

are often better for bigger issues that are less routine and direct to 

address. Here again, is where the ability to move from chat to OnScreen 

voice or video improves the customer experience and reduces handle 

times. 

Imagine a representative who can offer digital voice as an option, allowing 

a customer to simply explain the situation without typing a novel. Or add 

video for an even more personal ‘human’ touch. Customers increasingly 

expect companies to provide a personalized, familiar experience and be 

more proactive in resolving their issues. Relying solely on chat to meet this 

expectation can significantly limit a company—even set it up for failure. 
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Live Observation is a tech solution 

that can provide the visual context 

that chat is missing. This allows a 

service representative to see where 

a customer is on a company 

webpage or app.

3) Chat Lacks Valuable Context  

Even for straightforward questions, chat can be limiting. Consider 

something as simple as finding an application online. Of course the 

service representative knows that the link is in the upper righthand corner 

on the loans landing page. But that rep has no idea where the customer is. 

Does the customer need guidance finding the loans website? Or is the 

customer on a mobile device? Mobile site or on the app? Customer 

service in this situation can feel a bit like playing Battleship: “Can you tell 

me what you see on your screen?”

What if that rep could see the customer’s screen and quickly guide them 

to the application link? Live Observation is a tech 

solution that can provide the visual context that chat is 

missing. This allows a service representative to see 

where a customer is on a company webpage or app and 

immediately understand if the customer is interested 

in loans, for example. No more guesswork on what the 

customer is seeing. The customer and rep are on the 

same page.

Taken a step further, CoBrowsing can really save time and improve the 

overall customer experience. With permission, reps can securely share the 

customers’ screen and guide them to success. In this scenario, the 
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service representative not only helps navigate the customer to the loan 

application, but can even help fill it out while protecting Personal 

Identifiable Information (PII). CoBrowsing allows for digital collaboration 

that not only brings the customer and service rep onto the same page, but 

enables them to work together.

Coincidently, Live Observation and CoBrowsing can also bring that 

important visual context beyond chat to digital voice and even video chats 

as well. 

4) The Rise of Chatbots   

The proliferation of artificial intelligence (AI) has ushered in a new era of 

web chat. Today, many companies have augmented their chat with 

AI-powered bots. These chatbots are often able to provide greater speed 

and consistency—allowing companies to support more customers with 

less effort and fewer service reps.

 

While some may classify chatbots as web chat on steroids, success is 

often achieved in instances where customer issues are simple in nature 

and easily resolved. Chatbots are especially good at answering mundane 

and often repetitive questions, such as business hours or location 
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address. This is a benefit to the live service representatives, allowing 

them to focus on more interesting issues and helping customers in 

need of more than a basic boilerplate answer.

The main challenge with a generic chatbot is that the rate of failure can 

be quite high, especially when the conversation with a customer moves 

past simple questions and increases in complexity. It’s important to 

develop a chatbot solution that quickly offers live chat for questions 

beyond the standard fare. Some chatbots will continue to engage 

customers, often with circular logic until the customer finally leaves, 

driving up the abandonment rate. AI can help chatbots learn and 

improve, to quickly hand off customers requiring a more complex 

answer that a live representative can provide via live chat (or digital 

voice or video).

5) See Chat as a Starting Point for Better 

Performance

Adding chat to your company’s website and digital properties is a great 

first step towards becoming more digital-centric. It also can do 

wonders for increasing online conversion and improving customer 

support. A study of companies leveraging Glia customer engagement 

solutions found that adding chat improved online conversion by 

approximately 30%.

Other channels, however, have shown a bigger impact on not only 

conversion, but also customer satisfaction. For example, adding audio 

has shown a nearly 30% increase over chat, while video has shown a 

nearly 60% lift over chat. Adding visual context through CoBrowsing 

takes these numbers even higher, especially when combined with 

another engagement channel.
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When coupled together, chat and CoBrowsing achieve a 70% lift in 

conversion compared to chat-only. When coupled with video, a 

remarkable 140% lift is achieved. While having chat is a good start, it isn’t 

enough. Companies should continue to transform their businesses by 

increasingly becoming more digital and meeting their customers where 

they already are: OnScreen. Businesses should add more ways for their 

customers to engage, but do so responsibly. More importantly, companies 

should centralize their engagement options as much as possible. Doing 

so will empower their representatives to better service their customers by 

consolidating their tools and providing more data, insight, and context 

which can be used to be more proactive, while facilitating a more 

personalized service experience for their customers. 

Expand Beyond Chat With Digital Customer 

Service

Chat is an important avenue to engage with customers, but it should not 

be the only digital option. Offering customers a seamless digital 

experience can pay dividends for both customers and employees. 

Providing context and a single view into the customer experience enables 

service reps the opportunity to exceed customer expectations and guide 

them to positive outcomes. Customers appreciate engaging in the 

manner that they are most comfortable, and not having to answer the 

question “How may I help you?” vastly improves their experiences. 
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To learn more about how Glia is helping companies find the balance 

between automation and human service, visit Glia.com to request a 

live demo.

About Glia 

Glia provides digital customer service technology that is reinventing 

how businesses support clients online. Glia’s solution enriches 

customer touchpoints on web, mobile, or phone calls with 

communication choices (from messaging to video chat), OnScreen 

collaboration, and AI-enabled personalized experiences. Banks, Credit 

Unions, Insurers and Fortune 500 enterprises use Glia today to quickly 

maximize customer satisfaction, decrease handle times, and improve 

conversions. Headquartered in New York City, Glia is backed by 

leading venture capital investors including Insight Venture Partners, 

Tola Capital, Wildcat Capital Management, Grassy Creek, and 

Entrepreneurs Roundtable Accelerator.

For more information, visit www.glia.com. 
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